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PRESIDENT’S DESK

Al Nodorft

The Wrens Fly-in was a great success! It got off to a late start due to the weather in
the morning, but by around noon the weather stabilized enough that most people could
fly in that wanted to. I really enjoyed the opportunity to mingle with both our members
and the public. I met a lot of interesting people.
We had a great mix of flying machines: ultralights, light sports, experimental,
gyrocopters, and the AirMed helicopter. People love the variety. I am used to people
being fascinated with my Eagle, but I heard an equal number that were fascinated with
John Sligar’s little Hummelbird. I was almost jealous… The plane really is cute and John
even flew it a little bit for us.
It was neat to see the big diesel engine. I saw it last year, but didn’t see it run until this
year. Quite interesting. Had a number of antique tractors come as well – thanks to those
folks.
We had a great turn out for the Young Eagles as well. Many thanks to the pilots who
were able to volunteer their time and planes for this. The looks on the kids faces are worth
it. Hopefully some will grow up to be pilots.
Special thanks to Shane Nothdurft for bringing his flight simulator for the kids and
adults to try. He has quite a sophisticated set up that is quite realistic. It was also an
excuse to go indoors where the air conditioning was.
I managed to “snag” another ride in something unique again. This time I got a
gyrocopter ride from Barry Kropelin, the president of EAA 1313, of Goose Creek, NC.
This was my second gyrocopter ride, so I cannot claim it as a first. The first one was over
10 years ago in an RAF 2000 like our member Ross Wheeler has. Barry gave me a great
ride, low and slow over the fields in the Wrens area. It was a great way to cool off after
a hot day as well.
A great thanks to the many who helped prepared the place and run the event. A special
thanks to Sid Brown for coordinating this. As I observed, I thought it went quite well.

June
Our June meeting will be on June12th back at the Pea Patch. We are planning to have
some gliders on display and someone to tell us a bit about the sport. Hope to see you
there.
Fly safe!

Al

Wrens O.B. Brown Memorial Fly-in 2010 May 21, 2010

One of the gyroplanes
coming in.

There were about 30 members and guests who came to the
"bring your own meat" club meeting and meal at 6:00 PM on
Friday, May 21. Sid Brown put out two barbecue grills and
prepared and lit the coals so that the grills would be ready for
the meat. Those who were there put their meat on the grills and
everyone ate. We had no club meeting during the meal.
Prior to the meeting a several members of EAA 1313 which
Grilling meat.
bases itself at the Goose Creek, NC, airport just below Charlotte,
NC, trailered in their gyroplanes. Unfortunately one rainstorm
started around 10:00 AM. A second one started around 7:30 PM. The gyroplane pilots were
able to fly some in between storms. By the end of the fly-in there were six gyroplanes on the
field.

Enjoying the meal.

THE WRENS O. B. BROWN MEMORIAL FLY-IN MAY 22, 2010
On Saturday there were 16-20 more aircraft. This was the actual day of the fly-in. It was
overcast with threatening rain at times. This might
have caused some not to fly in. The RV line of
aircraft was the most predominant. One AirMed
helicopter came in, only visiting, for a display. There
were also at least 150 members and visitors at the
Fly-in. Young Eagles Coordinator Sid Brown
arranged for flights for Young Eagles starting Flight line of gyroplanes.
Flight line of fixed wing aircraft.
around 10:00 AM on Saturday, May 22nd. Sid’s son
and daughter, Benjamin and Bethany, along with his wife, Cathy, helped out at the Young Eagles sign-in table. Pilots
Dennis Allen, Ed Christian, Bill Couch, and Pierre Smith flew at least 30 Young
Eagles. There were a number of tractors on display in
addition to the large cotton mill diesel engine. There were
also two classic automobiles on display. There was excellent
assistance at the food trailer. Fay Allen along with Bethany
Brown and Morgan McDonald prepared the food in the
trailer.
O.B. Brown’s Challenger I on
display.

In preparation for the fly-in Sid Brown did all the paperwork
including contacting the FAA and closing the MOA in the
Wrens area by using his contact at Shaw Air Force Base. He also did much of the mowing
and arranged for the city to put out a crew on tractors to prepare the rest of the airport during
the past several weeks. Cathy Brown handled the advertising for the event. John Magnan put Two new Young Eagles.
up the tents, set up the extra power and water as well as all the flagging poles and flagging.
Terry Stout cleaned the hangar. Ross Wheeler used chemicals to kill weeds along the runway and taxiway. Amber,
a friend of Shane Nothdurft, cleaned up the lounge area and prepared a side room for the flight simulator.

Tractors on display.

The big cotton mill diesel
engine.

Visitors gathered around Al
Nodorft’s Christen Eagle.

Don’t forget – you can enlarge any photo to near full size by clicking on the + at the top of the page.

More photos from the Wrens Fly-in

John Sligar (right) describing his Hummelbird to
Barry Kropelin, a visitor from North Carolina.

Another view of that big diesel engine.

Wooten York talking about his GT-500 light plane with
visitors.

Pierre Smith offered Young Eagle flights in his RV-10.

Fay Allen grilling.
Shane Nothdurft shared his flight simulator
equipment. It uses virtual reality and is
qualified to allow users to log up to ten hours
of actual flight training.

Does EAA 172 have Redneck Pilots? One
of the member’s RV9As on the field used
quality duct tape to fasten the seat.

Visiting EAA 1313 president
Barry Kropelin (left) shaking
hands with EAA 172 president
Al Nodorft.

Bethany Brown and Morgan McDonald
waiting on a customer at the food
trailer.

Al Nodorft preparing to fly
with Barry Kropelin in
Barry’s gyroplane.

EAA 172 Night Out
Thursday, June 24: EAA 172 monthly "get-together" -- Social Meeting 6:30 PM -- This is a monthly
non-business social gathering held on the fourth Thursday. This month's location is Luciana's Taste
of Italy restaurant, 362 Furys Ferry Rd # A-B. Augusta, GA 30907. Phone number: 706-860-0888.
Contact Virginia Bush for more details 706-554-5618 e-mail: donr.bush@yahoo.com. For a map and
directions go to the Web and put in this URL: nightout.jcmservices.net
____________________________________________________________________________________________

COLUMBUS, GEORGIA, AIRSPACE TO BECOME CLASS D
Pilots flying in the Columbus, Georgia, area could have more airspace available for transit without talking to air
traffic control. The FAA has proposed to downgrade the Class C airspace around Columbus Metropolitan Airport
to Class D because the airport no longer meets the criteria for Class C airspace. Passenger enplanement and
instrument operations have fallen below the threshold that requires Class C airspace. The criteria call for 75,000
instrument operations or 250,000 passengers annually at the primary Class C airport. Based on figures from 2008,
the most complete data available, Columbus totaled 22,795 instrument operations and 51,288 passengers, the agency
said.
____________________________________________________________________________________________

AVIATION QUESTION OF THE MONTH
Answer to last month’s question: If I acquire a homebuilt aircraft that needs extensive rebuilding (originally
certificated in 2003) and then dismantle and perform all the tasks to rebuild it, can I obtain the repairman
certificate for the aircraft? If not, could the aircraft be dismantled for parts to support building another aircraft?
According to EAA: The repairman certificate for an experimental amateur-built aircraft is issued only once for that
aircraft, and to only one individual - the primary builder of the aircraft. Re-building and restoration efforts do not
qualify as original construction, and the FAA does not issue multiple repairman certificates for one plane, so you
will not be able to obtain the repairman certificate in this case.
Note: You are allowed to use parts from this aircraft in the construction of a new aircraft, however those
parts/assemblies, combined with any commercial assistance, may not exceed 49% of the total fabrication and
assembly of the aircraft because there are no builder's records available and the FAA will assume that they were not
built by an amateur. FAA Advisory Circular 20-27G - Certification and Operation of Experimental Amateur-Built
Aircraft has a checklist in Appendix 8 you should use as a guide to determine the feasibility of going this route.
This Month’s Question:
A pilot flies a Cessna 172 and a Beech Baron. If he has completed his three takeoffs and landings in the last 90 days
in the 172, but not in the Baron, is he still current to carry passengers in a multiengine airplane?

FAA PUBLISHES FINAL RULE ON REQUIRED AIRCRAFT ADS-B EQUIPMENT
AOPA May 28, 2010

The FAA on May 27 published its final rule mandating what owners will be required to
have on board their aircraft in order to operate in the new satellite-based air traffic
control system known as NextGen. By 2020, Automatic Dependent
Surveillance-Broadcast Out (ADS-B Out) will be required equipment in all airspace that
currently requires a transponder. The equipment will cost the individual general aviation
aircraft owner thousands of dollars but only duplicates what already exists with today’s
radio transponder. AOPA has always maintained that the migration to satellite-based
navigation must be benefits-driven.
According to the FAA in the official order e-mailed 05/27/10 at 9:46 PM, ADS-B Equipment Required in Next
Decade Notice Number: NOTC2314 contained in 14 CFR §92.225 and §91.227 requirements after January 1, 2020
"The FAA fully acknowledges that the general aviation community will incur significant costs from this rule."

You want a different aircraft? What about the . . .

WOOPY-FLY INFLATABLE WING AIRCRAFT
Avweb May 17, 2010

The Woopy-Fly, a sort of paraglider/trike/ultralight hybrid shown on the world stage at Aero Friedrichshafen this
April, 2010, in Germany, has a wing that folds for storage like a paraglider -- because it's inflatable. An evolution
of the Woopy Jump, an inflatable wing used by Woopy enthusiasts to give them a more convenient hang gliding-type
experience while skiing, the Woopy-Fly (http://fly.woopyjump.com/) adds a weight
shift trike with motor to the modest wing structure. The wing, while inflatable, does
have a single aluminum and carbon fiber spar that helps provide structure, but the
wing itself achieves most of its structure through inflation. Initially pumped (over the
course of about 12 minutes) to semi-rigidity by a battery-powered fan, two small
rigid air scoops on the wing's higher-pressure underside maintain the wing's shape
in flight. According to enthusiasts, those scoops provide enough pressure to maintain
the wing's structure even if the material suffers a small puncture. Fully inflated, the
wing spans 31 feet and weighs 35 pounds. The manufacturers, which go by the same
name -- Woopy-Fly -- claim that when broken down, the vehicle is transportable in a normal automobile and
launchable from your local cow pasture. Those wishing to buy the trike (plus wing) can expect a complete kit cost
to run about 13,780 Swiss Francs, which currently is about US $12,400 -- plus the legal disclaimer that releases the
manufacturer of liability.
____________________________________________________________________________________________

PILOT ARRESTED FOR BEACH LANDING
(DON’T LAND ON THE BEACH AT TYBEE)
Avweb May 24, 2010

What started as a nice walk on the beach with his mom ended with a trip to jail for an
Arkansas pilot. Mark Jensen thought it might be nice to spend a sunny Saturday on the
white sand of Tybee Island, in Savannah, Georgia, so he put his taildragger (looks like
a Kitfox) down and they got out to spend the day, as they apparently have done at other
beaches in the past. However, the local police took a dim view of Jensen's decision to
drop in on the popular spot and, ironically, after surrounding the plane with ATVs and
a Jeep, charged Jensen with operating a motorized vehicle on the beach and with
reckless conduct. Mom escaped the handcuffs and was not charged.
____________________________________________________________________________________________

FIRST APF-2 COPY BUILT BY DON & PAT MURPHY
FLEW ITS FIRST TEST FLIGHT RECENTLY AT THE PEA PATCH
UNDER PAT’S SKILLED HANDS
Pat’s flights were uneventful and performed about the same as the prototype. Papa Don flew his APF
the first day of June. Don’s legs are shorter than Pat’s, requiring a slight modification to reach rudder
pedals for good control. The only critical aspect of the flight was a slight right wing heaviness because
of flap alignment.
The APF saga began in 1986 when the old Pea Patch at Evans was sold, and the move was made to Tom
Hitt’s old airstrip, establishing the new “PEA PATCH” at Blythe, Georgia. When hangars were being
built, Ken Moore started building a copy of the APF (Al Patton’s Folly). Before long, enthusiasm from
a group of six to build copies of the APF with the designer providing drawings and help. Charlie Connell,
a veritable optimist, declared that the group should have four completed within a year to fly in formation
with military paint schemes to fly-ins. The APF being built by Charlie Connell and Ben Covington is just
about ready for its test flight. This airplane has the rear sliding canopy in contrast to the Murphy and
Patton side hinged canopies. Others who began this undertaking include: Steve and Marc Thompson.
General performance of the original APF: Cruise indicates about 130 mph; climb close to 1000 fpm.
Approach speed around 75 mph; touchdown 55 mph.

EAA 172 Meeting
June 12, 2010, 12:30 PM at the Pea Patch Aerodrome (61GA), Blythe, GA

EAA 172 Cold-Cuts Fly-in
July 10, 2010, 12:30 PM at the Pea Patch Aerodrome (61GA), Blythe, GA

EAA Oshkosh Airventure® 2010
July 26 - August 1 -- Oshkosh, Wisconsin
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PIG PICKIN’ LOW COUNTRY BOIL
AT THE HACIENDA DE GAY
Don & Langga Gay are holding a Pig Pickin’ Low Country Boil at his house
(Hacienda De Gay - 7GA3 - Garfield, GA) on Saturday, June 12th. It is the
celebration of the first birthday of his grandson, Randon. Don writes “NO
PRESENTS, PLEASE.” The meal starts around 4:00 PM, in time to get there from
the Club meeting earlier.
Remember to land coming in over the pond on runway 17, NO MATTER WHAT
THE WIND DIRECTION IS! The runway is grass, 2000 feet long, and is 75 feet
wide but has an open space of 100 feet on each side of the runway. After landing,
taxi back down the runway to the pond and someone will guide you to parking. If no Grandpa Don Gay & Randon
one is there taxi between the little "outbuilding" and the pond to the parking area. The
runway is located two miles EAST of Garfield off paved highway county number 289. GPS coordinates are: 32º 39.48'
N / 82º 04.31' W. Elevation is 300 feet and the UNICOM is 122.9.
Land directions: If coming into Garfield from Millen on Highway 23, go into Garfield and turn left (east) at the signal
light. Go through Garfield up the hill. At the top of the hill turn left on Augusta Road. Follow that road for a mile or
so until you see Elam/Airstrip Road. Turn left there and follow the runway to the house. The address is 6250
Elam/Airstrip Road.

EVERYONE IS INVITED! BRING YOUR FAMILY, FRIENDS AND
GUESTS.
Come enjoy the food, friends and camaraderie.
Contact Don Gay at: 478-982-7164
His e-mail is: dgay.savannah@glsp.org

Passings
George W. Odom
WAYNESBORO, Ga. - Mr. George W. Odom entered into rest on Sunday, May 23, 2010 at his home in
Waynesboro, GA. George is survived by his wife of 42 years, Marolyn J. Odom, his son and his fiancee, George
Cale Odom and Reagan McGowan, his brothers Gene (Sandra) Odom and Bobby (Elaine) Odom both of Metter,
GA, his sisters Gynette (Howard) DeLoach of Shellman Bluff, GA and Geraldine "Dixie" Odom of Metter, GA,
three sisters-in-law, Sandra (Danny) Gibbs, Carolyn Durrence and Brenda (Jimmy) Haire all of Claxton, GA, and
several nephews, nieces, great nephews & great nieces, also a special family Steven, Jolene, Samantha and Ryan
Dixon of Waynesboro. George was preceded in death by his son Ryan Oliver Odom, his parents Oliver & Leatha
Bell Odom and his parents-in-law John & Dollie Jenkins. Upon his request, George's body has been donated to the
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, GA. A memorial service was held at the Burke County Airport on Thursday,
May 27, 2010 at 7:00 pm. In lieu of flowers, the family asks that you donate to your church or favorite charity.
George was a member of Operating Engineer Local #474, Holmesville Masonic Lodge #195, Baxley, GA, National
Headquarters of Civil Air Patrol, rank as Major, Evergreen Baptist Church, Cobbtown, GA, American Legion
William C. Scott Post #270. George retired from Operating Engineers Local #474 and Burke County Road
Department.

Christopher D. Hughes
WASHINGTON, Ga., - Mr. Christopher Duane Hughes, 44, of Washington, GA, died May 29, 2010 at MCG.
There will be a "Celebration of Life" on Saturday, June 19th, details will be forthcoming. Hopkins Funeral Home.
Published in The Augusta Chronicle on June 1, 2010.
Member Wooten York, who bases his aircraft at Washington-Wilkes, and knows Chris well, said that Chris was
shot after dropping his loaded gun. Chris was the FBO manager at the Washington-Wilkes Airport (KIIY).
Chris' aviation career began in 1986 with the maintenance of Bell helicopters in the U.S. Army. Since his discharge
in 1989, he has worked with fixed-wing aircraft in the general aviation industry. Chris was a licensed A&P and an
IA and, in 1999, opened This Old Plane with a specialty in antiques, classics and warbirds.
Chris also was the contact for an EAA 172 fly-out last year to the Mule Day events at Washington Wilkes airport
and also the Young Eagles Day which EAA 172 put on in October, 2006, and in subsequent years. In 2008 he had
arranged for EAA volunteer pilot, Keith Donker of Evans, to return for the third year to give "Young Eagles" plane
flights to youngsters at the Washington-Wilkes airport. "We really like to introduce kids to aviation, to spark their
interest in flying," Hughes said, "Last year, Keith Donker gave more than 60 kids their first taste of flying, and we
hope we can have even more that this year."

WORLD'S LARGEST AIRSHIP NEARLY READY
FROM AOPA: Watch for a really big airship to fly somewhere in the
Montgomery, Alabama, area later this year. At 235 feet, builder E-Green
Technologies claims it is, or will be, the largest in the world. The airship can
carry payloads of 2,000 pounds up to 20,000 feet at dash speeds of 80 mph.
The Bullet 580 looks like, well, a bullet. Payloads are carried inside the outer
envelope, which is one-sixteenth of an inch thick but 10 times stronger than
steel. It is made of Kevlar. It is touted for a number of surveillance and
communications uses, and can remain on station for hours at a time. The first
mission is for NASA and Old Dominion University and consists of equipment
to measure the moisture content of soil.

NAME THAT PLANE
Hummel Bird
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
The Hummel Bird in an Experimental/Amateur Built aircraft designed by Morry Hummel. It is a single
seat, single engine, all metal airplane typically powered by a 1/2 VW engine in the 32 hp-45 hp range
although other engines have been used successfully. It is built from plans, but many of the components are
available pre-made from Hummel Aviation. Examples have been built for less than $4,000 with extensive
"scrounging" but with all new material and a pre-built engine, a more likely figure would hover near
$8,000-$10,000.

Development
The Hummel Bird is a derivative of an earlier design known as the "Teenie-Two". Originally designed by
Calvin Parker, the design was featured in Popular Mechanics May 1971. Plans for the Teenie Two were
originally offered for sale in 1969 and are still offered today with more than 12,000 sets sold.
The next generation of the design was called the "Windwagon". Designed by Gary Watson, the windwagon
shares a great deal of the design elements of the Teenie Two and debuted at the Experimental Aircraft
Association fly-in in Oshkosh, Wisconsin in 1978. The most obvious variation from the Teenie Two is in the
fuselage. The Windwagon fuselage is smaller and is essentially a union of two cones. One that starts at the
seat back and tapers to the back bulkhead and another that tappers forward of the seat back to the firewall.
This design element would carry on to the Hummel Bird.
In the fall of 1979, Morry Hummel, who worked in the Curtis Wright experimental department during
WWII, purchased the plans for Gary Watson’s Windwagon and the development of the "Hummel Bird"
began. Because of the weather in Hummel's state of Ohio, a canopy was needed. The horizontal stabilizer
attach construction was re-designed. The seat back was raised 5 inches so a shoulder harness could be
added, and the instrument panel was raised 2 inches, increasing fuel capacity and leg room. The wing was
completely re-engineered. The dihedral break on the Windwagon was in the middle, Morry made the center
wing section straight and put the dihedral break at the point where the outer wing panels bolt to the center
section. The Hummel Bird spar is built up of 1/8 6061-t6 aluminum angle spar caps, with a .040, 2024-t3
spar web. The spar cap angles are doubled in the center section, and tapered in the outer panels. The number
of ribs was increased, the thickness of the skin was reduced, and the skins get even thinner toward the tips.
The ribs are now a two piece design with one in front of the spar(nose rib) and one between the spars(main
rib). The skins are riveted to the spars leaving no bump where the one piece ribs previously pushed the skin
up where it crossed the spar. Both the Teenie Two and the Windwagon had tricycle landing gear, however,
Morry preferred conventional landing gear so taildragger gear became a popular option. There were other
changes as well, compromising a significant improvement over the wind wagon.[3] He finished his project in
July 1980. In July 1982, the plane was featured in an article written by Jack Cox, of Sport Aviation. Jack
dubbed Morry’s new creation the “Hummel Bird” and the name stuck.
Originally builders had to buy Windwagon plans as well as Hummel's modifications and try to incorporate
the two. This proved very difficult. One of those builders was Bill Spring. An engineer by profession, Spring
took a great many photos and consulted with Morry Hummel until he had the complete design. He then
created CAD drawings and a builders manual which now comprise the plans package available from
Hummel Aviation.
Despite the misconception, the Hummel Bird is not an ultralight aircraft. Its empty weight exceeds the
specified 254 pounds, it carries more than 5 gallons of fuel, stalls at a speed above 24 knots and its top
speed is well beyond the ultralight limit of 55 knots.

Hummel Bird pictured on the first page was completed and test flown by John Sligar
Fuel: The standard location of the fuel tank is forward of the instrument panel. Some builders have moved it
to the leading edges of the wings. By creating a sealed leading edge tank, the fuel is moved away from the
pilot for better crash survivability with the added benefit of more than doubling the fuel capacity.
Fuselage: The plans state that a builder can increase the width and/or height of the bulkheads in an effort to
make the fuselage more hospitable for larger pilots.
Engines: The standard engine for the design is the four-stroke, 1/2 VW engine. An engine literally made by
cutting the block of a standard four cylinder VW engine in half. After machining and welding, the remaining
two cylinder engine is light and powerful. Alternative engines include the more powerful but heavier four
cylinder VW engine, the two-stroke Rotax 447, even the McCulloch 0-100-1 drone engine popular with the
early gyrocopter builders.

Specifications

Hummel Bird w/ 170# pilot
Hummel Bird

These specs are with 37 hp ½ V engine and 170# pilot
No spins - Low “G” Aerobatics
Airfoil - modified Clark-Y
HP (range)
Wing Span (ft)

30-40
18

Wing Area (sq. ft.)

57.2

Length (ft)

13' 4"

Empty Weight

300

Gross Weight

530

VNE Speed (mph)

145

Cruise (mph)

100-115

Stall (mph)

38

Takeoff Disatance (ft)

300

Take off over 50' obstacle (ft)

1000

Landing Roll (ft)

800

Fuel Capacity (gal)
“G” rating

6
6.6

NOTE: The publication of this newsletter was delayed three days because of the Memorial Day holiday.

Sport Aviation EAA Chapter 172 Membership Form
Name: ______________________________________________________
Birthday (day, month) _________________________
Spouse or Significant Other’s Name: _______________________________________________
Birthday (day, month) _________________________
Anniversary date (day, month) _______________________
Address:_______________________________________________________________________
City: ____________________________ State: ______________________ Zip: ____________
Home phone: __________________ Cell phone: ____________________ Other: ___________________
Business phone: ________________________
Email address: _________________________
Even if you have email would you like to save the club
$12 annually and receive the newsletter only by e-mail, not by USPS mail – check here if you agree: “
EAA Number (if you belong to the national EAA): _______________
If you’re a pilot, your ratings: _____________________________________ Hours: ______
Aircraft owned, including tail number:
___________________________________________
Please complete this form and return it to:
Pea Patch Aerodrome
4511 Boulineau Road
Blythe, Georgia 30805-3605
Please include a check or money order made out to EAA 172 for $30.
Thank you for your support!

